
Lesson Phonograms
1 Writing lines Clock-face Top & side margins

2

3 Introduce:
a, c, d, f

4 Introduce:
g, o, s, qu

5 Introduce:
b, e, h, i 

6 Introduce:
j, k, l, m

7 Introduce:
n, p, r, t

8 Introduce:
u, v, w, x

9 Introduce:
y, z Capital letters: O, C

10 Introduce:
er, ir

Capital letters: L, S
11 Introduce:

ur, wor

Capital letters: X, Z
12 Introduce:

ear
Dictation word find: quiz, bat, a, at, pen, dug, fox, ox
Capital letters: T, Y

13 Introduce:
sh, ee, th

Capital letters: J, P
14 Introduce:

ai, ay, ow, ou

Capital letters: K, U
Control # 7-2023

Rule: (8) Letters "o r" may say /er/ when "w" comes before them.

Rule: (18) We use phonogam ay at the end of English words.
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Letter strokes: circle, tall, short

Rule: (1) Never write "q" without "u."

   Rules,  Words,  Capital Letters

R-controlled vowels (syllable pattern Vr)

R-controlled vowels (syllable pattern Vr)

R-controlled vowel (syllable pattern, Vr). Trigraph.

Dictation word find: quit, it, jam, a, am, be, beg, sun, rod

Dictation word find: cub, ham, a, am, set, jog, win, in

Applied to words: she, shut, wish; see, bee, keep, tree; thin, thank, with

Vowel teams (syllable pattern VV)

Consonant digraphs. Vowel team (syllable pattern, VV) 

Applied to words: "Her first nurse works early." 

                                               The Phonograms
                                                 Phonics Progression Outline   

Dictation word find: a, as, do, dog

Dictation word find: his, is, fed, bag, a

Dictation word find: fog, mad, a, his, is, be

Dictation word find: ran, a, an, pit, it, fed, jog

Dictation word find: he, mut, bog, lip, can, a, an, and 

Dictation word find: be, bed, his, is, van, a, an, ant, mop, jug

Letter strokes: descending, slanted, cross

Dictation word find: we, west, rip, land, a, an, and, bug, fox, ox (foxy)
Applied to words: day, may, say; tail, rain; now, owl, low; our, four, you, your
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15 Introduce:
 aw, au, ew, ui

Capital letters: V, W
16 Introduce:

oy, oi, oo, ch

Capital letters: E, F

17
Introduce:

ng, ea, ar, ck

Capital letters:  H, I

18
Introduce:

ed, or, wh, oa

Capital letters:  Q, G

19
Introduce:

ey, eigh, ei

Capital letters: A, B

20
Introduce:

igh, ie

Capital letters: M, N
21 Introduce: Retrieval practice words: they, eight, veil, fight, pie

kn, gn Consonant digraphs (2-letter grapheme representing 1 consonant phoneme / sound)

Capital letters: D, R
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Applied to words: knee, know, knot; gnat, gnaw, sign
Rules: (kn) Two-letter /n/ used only at the beginning of a base word. 
(gn) Two-leter /n/ used both at the beginning and the end of a base word.

Dictation word find: wish, shut, tea, teach, each, paw, paws, sang, a, you, your, our, row, 
the, them

                                               The Phonograms

                                                 Phonics Progression Outline   

Applied to words: saw, dawn, hawk, fault, haul, new, few (fewer), dew, suit, ruin

Dictation word find: win, in, wind, do, dot, tap

Applied to words: fight, light, sight; chief, pie, movie

Vowel teams (syllable pattern VV). Trigraph (3-letter grapheme representing 1 phoneme / 
sound)

Applied to words: boy, toy; oil, soil, boil; root, look, book; chap, chop, church, 
school, chef

Consonant digraphs. Vowel team (syllable pattern VV). R-controlled vowel (syllable pattern 
Vr). 

Applied to words: waited, failed, jumped; for, torn, corn; when, which, why; road, soap,
loaf, oak

Suffix--"past tense ending." R-controlled vowel (syllable pattern Vr). 
Consonant digraph. Vowel team (syllable pattern VV). 

Vowel teams (syllable pattern VV). Quadgraph (4-letter grapheme representing 1 phoneme / 
sound) 

Vowel teams (syllable pattern, VV)

Vowel teams (syllable pattern, VV). Consonant digraph.

Dictation word find: hit, it, jump, cold, old

Dictation word find: stop, top, pig, bend, end

Applied to words: rang, sing; eat, heat, bear; car, arm, art; back, neck, lick, dock, duck
Dictation word find: pant, pants, a, an, ant, ants, be, bed, dig

Applied to words: they, key; eight, weigh; weird vein, either
Dictation word find: cost, step, plan, land, a, an, and

Dictation word find: claw, law, day, her, now, boy, few, with
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22 Introduce:
wr, ph

Dictation word find: may, three, haul, learn, earn, next, show, shows, soap, pack, a
Capital letters: A to Z

23 Introduce:
dge, tch, oe

Dictation word find: jump, jumped

24 Introduce: Retrieval practice words: wrist, photo, edge, itch, toe
ti, si, ci

Write capital letters: A to Z
25 Introduce:

ough
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                                               The Phonograms

                                                 Phonics Progression Outline   

Rules: (10) Phonogram sh is used at the beginning of a word, at the end of a syllable, 
but not at the beginning of any syllable after the first one except for the ending "-ship." 
(11) Phonogams ti, si, ci are used at the beginning of any syllable after the first one.

Write capital letters: A to Z
Dictation word find: think, thin, in, ink, far, bang, a, sheet, torn, or, near, ear, ray

Retrieval practice words: knee, gnat, wrist, photo

Retrieval practice words: key, weigh, weird, sight, lie, knot, gnaw

Consonant digraphs (2-letter grapheme representing 1 consonant phoneme / sound).
Note: "i" is not a vowel in these phonograms. 

Applied to words: shut, wish, worship; action, vision, glacier

Retrieval practice words: dodge, etch, toe, action, vision, glacier
A 4-letter phonogram that has a vowel team for one vowel sound followed by a consonant 
digraph that is either silent or has the sound /f/

Applied to words: badge, edge, ridge, dodge, nudge; catch, etch, itch, botch, hutch; 
toe, hoe, doe

Write capital letters: A to Z

Rules: (23) Phonogram dge is used after a single vowel that says a, e, i, o, u.
(30) Phonogram tch is used after a single vowel that says a, e, i, o, u.

Consonant trigraphs (3-letter grapheme representing 1 consonant phoneme / sound).
Vowel team (syllable pattern VV).

Consonant diagraphs (2-letter grapheme representing 1 consonant phoneme / sound)
Applied to words: wrist, wrap; photo, dolphin

Dictation word find: quick, ick, foot, toy, toys, saw, new, each, cheek, rang, a, how
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